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Overview

• Bottleneck of current K-Best Parsing algorithms is an exhaustive 1-best dynamic programming pass

• We propose an extension of the A* \cite{Klein2003} algorithm which permits extraction of the (true) K-Best parses without an exhaustive first pass
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- Maintain an agenda of items to be explored
- Put explored items in chart (or closed list)

```
repeat
    pop item from agenda
    put item in chart
    build new items from item
    enqueue new items
until (GOAL item found)
```
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repeat
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  if (tree is Complete-Parse) collect tree
  build bigger trees using tree
until (#parses < k)
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- $h_K$ is a heuristic which lower bounds the Viterbi outside cost $\alpha$

$$h_K(T) \leq \alpha(T)$$

- k-best parsing

- $T$ is fun
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• What if we had the exact heuristic, i.e.

\[ h_K(T) = \alpha(T) \]

equality!

• With this heuristic, it can be shown that this A* search will only pop trees that are actually part of true K-best parses

• Can compute this with exhaustive 1-best dynamic program (Viterbi inside-outside)
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run CKY inside
run CKY outside
repeat
  pop tree from queue
...
until (#parses < k)

exactly what we want to avoid!

same as Lazy K-Best
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repeat
  pop item from queue
  if (item is Inside-Edge)
    build bigger inside edges
    notify waiting outside edges
  if (item is Outside-Edge)
    build smaller outside edges
    notify waiting trees
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Correctness

- Guarantees:
  - The first $k$ complete parses popped are the optimal $k$-best
  - Will pop only trees that are subtrees of the optimal $K$-best parses
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\end{align*}
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- Use the state-split grammars of Petrov et al. 2006

```
S               S-2
  NP         VP-2
      NP-1
```

- Parse with fine grammar (~1 million rules)

- Compute $h_1$ with coarse grammar (~100k rules)
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The k-best time is tiny!
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\downarrow \\
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• They construct a lexicalized grammar as the cross-product of a dependency grammar and PCFG

```
S
  \( \times \)
NP \( W_p \) VP

is-VB
  \( \times \)
parsing-NN \( W_d \) is-VB

PCFG
Dependency Grammar
```
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- We use the factored lexicalized grammar of Klein and Manning (2003)

- They construct a lexicalized grammar as the cross-product of a dependency grammar and PCFG

\[
S \times \begin{array}{c} \text{is-VB} \\ \text{parsing-NN} \\ \text{is-VB} \end{array} = \begin{array}{c} \text{S-is-VB} \\ \text{NP-parsing-NN} \\ \text{VP-is-VB} \end{array}
\]

PCFG  \quad \text{Dependency Grammar}  \quad \text{Lexicalized Grammar}
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Experimental Results #2

Lazy K-Best runs out of memory on 32 GB machine
Conclusions

• We have provided an optimal extension of A* to K-Best parsing

• Given appropriate (problem-specific) heuristics, we can save significant time in 1-best phase compared to exhaustive dynamic programming

• In worst case, we do as much work as Lazy K-Best, better for general heuristics
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